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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

How does the Ship Via Accounts work? 
 

BUSINESS CASE: 

 

Company XYZ requires functionality that will allow them to store and print their customers’ carrier account 
numbers and have these print on relevant documents.  Furthermore, in the case of UPS account numbers, these 
must be passed onto the UPS Worldship application via the existing integration. 

 

CURRENT PROCESS: 

 

No current process for this. 

 

ASSUMPTIONS/CONDITIONS/LIMITATIONS: 

 

This functionality described in this document relates to storing a customer’s carrier account number within the 
Streamline database, and having these accounts numbers print on picking slips, packing slips and invoice. 

 

This is a base modification controlled by a new business rule.  Turning on the business rule will enable the 
functionality described in section 4 below. Business rule is SO 134. 

 

No new user rights required.  The right to edit the new user interface described in section 4.4 below will be tied to 
existing user right RTMCARR – Right to Modify Carrier. 

 

Assignment of shipvias for customers will only be performed at the shipto address level.  Thus the existing ship
via fields in the customer master and ship to master will be hidden. 

 

This modification has no impact on assignment of ship via codes to suppliers and/or purchase orders. 

 

The shipvia entry designated as the default will be the only one passed on to eCommerce for selection by the 
web user. 

 

No other changes to existing forms, reports or functionality unless specifically described below in section 4 below 
is within the scope of this modification. 
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DETAILED ANALYSIS: 

 

Create a new sales order business rule labelled “Ship via account numbers”. 

 

Hide the Shipvia field in the Customer Master edit user interface. 

 

Add a new button to the Shipto Addresses screen (figure 1 below) that will launch a new user interface allowing 
users to define carrier account numbers (see section 4.4 below).  In addition to this the existing Shipvia field will 
be hidden as well as the same field contained in the Shipto Address edit user interface. 

 

 

Selecting the new Ship-via Accounts button will launch a new user interface.  Note that the  users without previously 
mentioned user right RTCARR will not have access to the New, Modify and Delete buttons.  Note that the ship via 
codes listed must be validated against the existing ship via table.  Furthermore one of the entries in the table must 
be designated as the default (when creating a new ship-to, the first ship-via entered will automatically default as the 
default). 

The order creation routines will be modified such that the default ship via defined in this new table will be selected.  
Users can override this default by selecting an alternate pre-existing ship via from same table. 

 

The assigned ship-via and account number will print in the existing area on picking and packing slips as well as the 
invoice.  Note that currently the description of the ship via code is printed – to fit the data in the existing window, 
the code and account number will be printed instead of the description. 

 

The ship-via entry designated as default will be the only entry passed to the E-Commerce application for selection 
by a web user placing a quote or an order. 

 

When order is further processed via UPS Worldship application, the UPS account no. will also be sent in the data 
transfer. 

 

 

 


